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Abstract:

DSP operations are very important part of engineering as well as medical discipline. For the designing of DSP operations Multiplication is play important role to perform signal processing operations. Multiplier is one of the critical components in the area of digital signal processing and hearing aids. So the objective is to design an efficient MAC hardware architecture using multiplier with assistance of compressors by conserving less area, power and delay. In this paper, efficient hardware architecture of MAC using a modified Wallace tree multiplier is proposed. The proposed MAC uses multiplier with novel compressor designs and adders as primitive building blocks for efficient application. Further, the Verilog-HDL coding of 8 bit MAC architecture and their FPGA implementation by Xilinx ISE 14.4 Synthesis Tool on Virtex7 kit have been done. The proposed compressor and adder based architecture used to be applied to MAC unit and in comparison to the previous design MAC unit and verified that the proposed architecture have reduce in terms of area, delay and power. The high performance is obtained by using a new hierarchical structure, these adders are called compressors. These compressors make the multipliers faster as compared to the conventional design used in Engineering, Science & Technology as well as medical discipline.
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1. Introduction

Growing needs of high velocity knowledge signal processing influenced the researchers to seek fastest processors. The multiplier and multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC) [1] are the building blocks of the processor and exceptionally affects the rate of the processor. MAC is the key part of the digital signal processing and image/sound handling method, for example, separating, convoluting and internal products thus high pace is applicable to strengthen for real processing purposes. Many researchers have attempted in designing MAC for top computational performance and low power consumption. The architecture of MAC with power consumption reduction method is shown in Figure 1. The predominant unit of the low power MAC is control unit which generates control signals to the low power multiplier and adder in step with the accurate conditions. MAC unit is most of the time primary for kernel founded method which requires a large number of repetitive computational operations on a constant window. The repetitive operations can also be performed utilizing parallel processing concept which is predicted to lower the complexity and enhance the performance.

Image in the video sequences are frequently processed in raster scan system accordingly neighboring pixels almost always have the equal values or very small deviations. A DSP processor is designed to support fast execution of the repetitive, numerically intensive computations characteristic of digital signal processing algorithms [2-3].

Figure 1. Architecture of low power MAC unit
2. Literature Survey

Multiplier architectures fall typically into two classes i.e., “tree” multipliers and “array” multipliers. Tree multipliers add as many partial products in parallel as practical and as a consequence, are very excessive efficiency architectures. Despondently, tree multipliers are very irregular, hard to design and as a consequence enormous. Array multipliers, then again, are very usual, small in dimension, however undergo in latency and propagation delay.

An efficient compressor architecture is actually suggested in this paper is actually, to balance back again the area, delay and power usage of the MAC architecture as an outcome of the point that the presence of supplementary selection of compressors. As a result they've an effect on the circuit layout stage or maybe the datapath optimizations are actually dealt with at the MAC amount for DSP apps. In MAC, furthermore the inclusion of carry propagate product in accumulate and multiply stages are actually consolidated to multiplier and accumulate phases of adders and compressors within the MAC architectures. FPGA domains have been used for design illustrations.

In order to reduce the power in MAC VLSI architecture, compressor with the low power and improvement in the datapaths at MAC level for DSP applications. Notwithstanding the boundaries of the methodology used, it was an important study for expansion of compressors elaborately in MAC levels.

3. Proposed System

A. Compressor

Usual implementation of the multiplier utilizes the carry save array multiplication which requires more computation leading to delayed output and consumes extra power. To strengthen the efficiency of the multiplier, compressors are utilized which performs reduction of partial products in parallel. This helps in growing the efficiency by using reducing the interconnect delays and the system imperfections associated with logic transitions, which leads to lowered power consumption.

Compressors are used to minimize delay and area which leads to increase the performance of the overall system. There are a number of compressor architectures discussed in the past[5-6]. Compressors may also be implemented utilizing two full adders, basic tree cells, and with present usual compressor cell of the library. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit the gate level structure of the compressor architectures. As reported within the Introduction, the design oriented architectures furnish larger efficiency, and similarly the traditional compressor architecture limits its utilization in low power restrained designs.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Within the structure of above shown compressor cell comprises more interconnects, which changes the basis for the interconnect delays and increased glitches. On the opposite side the structure may behave faster however it's unused for the low power applications given that trade-off of delay can also be approved. Moreover to have the decreased leakage power the cells should have larger number of transistors within the stack, and right here on this architecture it is only two (for XOR and OR gates).

The normal compressor architecture additionally consists of inverters (e.g., embedded in AND & OR logics) in the principal course, which ends up in logic transitions and increases the power consumption. Consequently the regular compressor architecture of Figure 2(a) is evidently unsuited for low power applications. Figure 2(b) shows the compressor architecture constructed with the full adder. This compressor architecture might have fewer interconnects but the sum and elevate paths are shared and it requires more strength to power the signal; this results in the high power consumption. Such cells are fitted to the timing constraints because the larger drive strengths will raise the timing efficiency of the cell.

Provided that in Figure 3 proposes the compressor structure [11], by means of higher fan-in gates that increases higher drive capability. Having said that larger fan-in gates occupies huge fragment of the logic and thus aids in gates reduction for implementation of architecture. By lesser gate count the area utilization and the usage of interconnect delays decreases which in turn generate low power energy efficient compressor architecture.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

Another key thing to remember updated compressor architecture empowers advanced features comparable design specific/constraint specific architectures and permits exploiting especially for low power operations.

B. Multiply-Accumulate Unit

MAC is the rudimentary and most commonly used structure in most of the DSP applications to accomplish convolution, filtering and etc to accelerate the FIR or FFT computations in communications [7].
To work efficiently Multipliers are broadly segregated into 3 stages as follows
a) Partial product generation stage
b) Partial product reduction stage
c) Carry propagate addition stage

We’ve seen that the methods used in [8] used wallace tree for reduction of partial products, where as some conventional architectures uses both full adders and half adders in the sectional product stages. So therefore by incorporating the efficient compressors in the multiplier certainly reduce gate count that can yield less number interconnects. Hence with less interconnects the system less prone to faults there by produces efficiency the MAC unit.

In conclusion the practice of proposed efficient compressors and adder configuration advances the area, delay and power effectively and more widely used in DSP applications [9-10]. To exemplify the consequence of compressors and adder architecture a MAC unit structure which includes additional numbers of compressors are included for better operation.

As depicted in Figure.5 clearly the usefulness of the MAC architecture that employs 4:2 and 3:2 compressor and half adders (HA’s) in the partial product reduction stage where its partial products can be accumulated at later accumulation stage of the multiplier.

4. Results and Analysis

Here in this section both the typical and updated architectures at the compressor and MAC unit level were premeditated and verified. Table.1 illustrates the updated architecture has improved results than the conventional architectures in FPGA. Table 1 indicates the Delay, Area & Power of the existing and updated compressor architecture.

Table 1: Existing and proposed compressor architecture results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Description</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC using full adder based 4:2 compressor</td>
<td>9.728</td>
<td>Slices: 237</td>
<td>Tp: 597.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUT’s: 230</td>
<td>Sp: 547.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FF’s: 32</td>
<td>Dp: 49.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC using conventional 4:2 compressor</td>
<td>8.858</td>
<td>Slices: 182</td>
<td>Tp: 596.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUT’s: 181</td>
<td>Sp: 546.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FF’s: 32</td>
<td>Dp: 49.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>5.913</td>
<td>Slices: 32</td>
<td>Tp: 142.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUT’s: 149</td>
<td>Sp: 142.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FF’s: 32</td>
<td>Dp: 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum interconnect delay and associated system glitches have decreased the delay and dynamic power consumption. As the number of compressors within the design increases the efficiency of the proposed compressor architecture additionally increases.

Figure 6 clearly shows the simulation proposed MAC Compressor maintains very less delay in the order of 9.728nSec as tabulated in Table.1.
An efficient MAC architecture using multiplier has been determined in this work. Thus we propose a area efficient, low power and high speed MAC architecture which will be replacement over the existing architecture by replacing conventional 4:2 compressor with proposed 4:2 compressor. The proposed architectures have yielded better efficient results in terms of area, delay and power in the FPGA domain.
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